
Outline/ Index Form 

SUBJECTPOW DATE: 6/1/2000 

TAPE# SIDE#A&B Ratio/ Counter =30 min --
~ 

INTERVIEWE:Il: Eugene Evers INTERVIEWE~ Emily Lee 

Fill in this form completely for completely for each tape. In the first column record the 
counter on the tape. In the second column describe the contents being discussed. 

Tape # Description of subject discussed 
005 Interviewee's background; lived in Forest Grove on Dairy Farm 
016 Where interviewee went to school 
018 How got in Air force, volunteered for war; start Jan. 51, July of 51 was in Japan 
023 Training had for flash bomb camera repairman for Air force 
032 Based in Japan 
036 Repair cameras in Japan 
044 Feeling of starting war 
047 Need of people to help in war; why volunteered 
051 Opinion of why fighting; communism 
059 War planned by Stalin 
064 Threat of communism to U.S.; missile in Cuba 
069 Stalin and killing of own people 
073 Visit to Russia 1988 
083 What he experience in Korea; conditions bad 
087 What it was like in Japan; how go to work, where eat, didn't take vacation, normal 

duties 
101 Opinion of Koreans; Stars and Stripes, brothers' stories influenced opinion 
114 Opinion of S. Koreans and UN forces; understaffed, poor equipment 
120 Experience with civilians; stories of kids 
126 NO opinion of Eisenhower 
129 Opinion of Truman 
132 Opinion of McArthur 
135 Agree with Truman firing McArthur 
137 Don't agree with use of atomic bombs 
139 No answer to the fear ofWWII with USSR 
146 How became POW; captured 
202 Captured conditions 
211 Separated from people; conditions of being a POW 
216 Description of self; height, hair color 
220 Accusations of being a spy; looking at firing squad, Reds scaring him, threats of death 
228 Conditions of first captured inN. Korea; where kept, how long, beaten 
234 Sept. with investigator tell him he would die; why interrogated- ABC officer 



242 Why thought ABC officer, gunner 
248 7 months 
252 Being moved to a new site, Muchton China 
279 His trail, Russians part of trail, papers found in Moscow 
288 Conditions in traiVjail 
304 How stayed alive; hatred 
309 Stalin died, black bands and guards 
313 Interpreter visits, 2 questions answered 
324 Conditions in cell. Getting better as the war ended; new uniforms could move 
378 Exchange (U.S. exchange for Koreans) back toN. Korea, sign papers, truched bask 
439 Hospitalized, where, went home 
454 Crossing 38tn parallel; op_inions 
466 Reaction when returned home, people happy, no celebrations 
484 Media covering war, lies in media 
499 Civilian knowledge of war 
517 Civilians supporting on homefront 
522 No changes in Hillsboro from war, more TV's 
535 No opinion didn't know of elections in Korea 
549 Keep in touch with people served with. 
551 Benefits received from war. 
598 hnpact on life, injuries 
611 Fighting was worth it 
619 The military commitment was worth it, Korea poor 
660 Talk of not surviving ifbeing a POW happened again 
691 The Stars and Stripes, a newspaper, explains military issues 
698 Nothing special happened for prisoners when came home in Hillsboro 
706 Hillsboro was before he left for the war, small activities 4H 
715 How he dealt with the pain from injuries 
724 They were drafting, he volunteered, brother was going to be drafted 
737 Information found in the Stars and Stripes, military 
744 How he was captured by the Chinese 
821 No knowledge of civilian defense, in WWII farmers watched for planes 
830 How civilian prisoners treated 
853 Communist in Tokyo, what they did 
889 What brothers did in the military 
907 Russians part ofhis trail in China, papers of trail were in Russia 


